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“Far better an approximate answer to the right question, which is often vague, than an exact answer to the wrong question, which can always be made precise” (Tukey, 1962, p. 13).

Thirty years ago, Brian Flay wrote a highly influential article, “Efficacy and Effectiveness Trials (and Other Phases of Research) in the Development of Health Promotion Programs,” in which he introduced a model that both emphasizes internal and external validity at different stages of the research process, and that would lead to the translation of research to practice. He distinguished between two main levels of research, “efficacy trials” and “effectiveness trials” (Flay, 1986; cf. Steckler & McLeroy, 2008). As explained extensively in my article, a study’s internal validity has been and still is of crucial importance to efficacy research in which traditional (‘explanatory’) RCTs are used to minimize bias by isolating the effect of an intervention from other potential causes. In this way, traditional RCTs provide internally valid estimates of program effects, which means that they are accurate for the given setting and the subjects with whom they are tested. I do not deny that, for this particular purpose, the RCT could be a reliable method of determining treatment or intervention effects. In this respect, the opinions of Landsheer and me do not differ substantially from each other.

On the other hand, research into internal validity of RCTs far outweighs the number of studies devoted to how results should best be used in practice (Rothwell, 2005). Reliance on RCTs alone would limit our understanding of the manner in which evidence from efficacy trials translates into professional practice. And this is exactly the issue at hand. After all, to be useful for public health professionals and practitioners, the results of a trial should be replicable when applied to a definable group of subjects in a particular ‘clinical’ setting. This is in accordance with Flay’s model, in which effectiveness trials were to follow efficacy trials and were to be studies that carry out the proposed intervention or treatment in less controlled and more real-life situations. His argument was that public health interventions should be successful in both types of trials before they were ready for dissemination to and by public health professionals and practitioners. The extent to which a result can be extrapolated in this way has been variously termed as “external validity, applicability or generalizability” (Rothwell, 2010, p. 94). We cannot, of course, expect the results of RCTs to be relevant to all subjects and all settings – that is not what is meant by external validity – but they should be designed and reported in a way that allows
health care professionals, practitioners or clinicians to determine to whom they can reasonably be applied (cf. Rothwell, 2005). And when it comes to addressing questions about the benefits of treatments or interventions, effectiveness studies should be conducted to – at least - complement RCTs.

Unfortunately, Verschuren does not adequately represent the issues I have raised and he misunderstood the main purpose of my argument, which was not primarily to reopen the discussion about the value of RCTs in comparison to other methods. The shortcomings of RCTs have indeed already been identified and discussed repeatedly over several decades in an international methodological debate on fundamental issues such as internal and external validity regarding efficacy and effectiveness, respectively. Instead, the purpose of my argument was to question why the outcome of this international debate has not yet made its way to the Dutch practice-oriented research landscape, where RCT is still often considered the gold standard. It is precisely because of this remarkable mismatch between the international insights gained and RCT's unflattering reputation in the field that I was invited to share my thoughts in an English publication, for a broader audience, thoughts that I had indeed previously presented in Dutch, for a Dutch audience.

In order to close the gap between research and practice, we need to accept and study the complexity of the world, rather than attempting to ignore or reduce it by studying only isolated - and quite often unrepresentative - situations. This implies that we need to consider not only individual participants, but also the settings within which they reside and receive interventions or treatment (cf. Glasgow, Lichtenstein & Marcus, 2003).
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